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An indoor pool will typically evaporate 2 to 4 gallons/hour naturally creating a warm
moist environment. The enclosure of a pool must be built specially for the application. When
combined with a suitable HVAC system, one can expect good long-term service and
comparatively low operating costs.
Unfortunately if problems do arise, they can be serious and be expensive to repair.
Fault often blamed on the HVAC system may just as likely be caused by defects in the
building itself. Expertise in indoor pool enclosure design, construction and of course the
HVAC systems is essential. Because of past problems, some cities/municipalities now require
HVAC ‘Letters of Assurance’ to deflect future liability.
Enclosure, Design & Construction The designer must clearly separate the pool ‘room’,
including with it any connected bath/change rooms from those of the rest of the building. The
builder must air seal that room’s partition walls, ceiling, windows (these can be single glazed)
doors, electrical boxes and recess light fixtures to ensure that the intended separation is in fact
achieved.
Applying this principle to the exterior walls and ceiling is even more important. In
addition to air sealing, these must be effectively insulated and devoid of cold thermal bridges.
Air sealing will help to reduce building damaging exfiltration of pool room air, and help the
HVAC System maintain a continuous and critical ‘protective’ depressurization of the
enclosure. Behind the interior finish, the exterior walls and ceiling must have a low perm
vapour control layer (poly moisture diffusion retarder) or spray foam. Standard construction
practice will simply not suffice.
While pool tank walls are typically insulated by the pool contractor, repositioning that
same insulation board to the enclosure’s foundation walls, at and below grade, will equally
effectively retain pool water heat but also reduce heat loss of the room. Further this
repositioned insulation will a) cause the pool deck to ‘float’ up to pool water temperature
indirectly becoming ‘radiant’ heated all without the cost of laying ‘tubing’, and b) help keep
the lower edge of the room’s foundation wall warm so it will dry quickly after being
‘splashed’.
Exterior glazing must be low ‘e’ or ideally low ‘e’ with argon gas fill. It is advisable in
winter to remove any interior insect screens, shades or shutters. Where the decks are narrow
and kids are expected, splash protection for the lower walls is worthwhile.
HVAC System:
The Pool HVAC system must control the interior relative humidity
(RH) of the room, heat it and like auto windshield defoggers, ‘air-blanket’ the interior of its
windows, skylights and doors. At standard pool water temperatures of 85°F (main pool) and
the hot tub of 105°F, that system must maintain 80°F minimum air temperature. If a higher
main pool water temperature is required, evaporation will increase. Let the HVAC designer
know this in advance. As a reminder, the 3 steps to correct HVAC sizing: a) the moisture
control system capacity is determined by the pool suface area, its water temperature and
swimmer activity, b) the room’s heating capacity is dictated by the enclosure’s exterior area
including that of its single largest heat losing surface, the glass area while c) the minimum air
circulation capacity required is determined by that same glass surface area.
Maintenance: A maintenance manual for both the pool HVAC and pool water systems should
be provided and the owner must be cautioned that correct operation is important. In extreme
cases, misuse may actually jeopardize the health of the enclosure itself. Note to owner: “Do not
store pool chemicals in any mechanical room”.
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